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Episode 46 -  Alterior Motives Part 1

<<<<<<<<<< BEGIN Mission >>>>>>>>>>

CMO_McDonald:
::sitting in OL beside the captain::

CMC_O`Guinn:
:: In observastion watching everyone::

XO_Richmond:
::sat in OL opposite the CMO::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Already sitting in the back of the OL with a padd in her lap running over diagnostics on the PED equipment::

CSO_Adrel:
::sits down in the OL::

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Walks up to XO.:: XO: Reporrting forrr duty, sirr.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::Standing in the OL::

OPS-O`Riley:
::In OL waiting for the meeting to start::

CIV_Williams:
::Sitting in the Observation Lounge::

CO_McDonald:
:;at the head of the OL, waiting for everyone to assemble::

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  Nice to meet you, Yeoman.  We'll continue after the briefing.

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: Understood.

CO_McDonald:
::looks around::  XO:  Everyone here ?

XO_Richmond:
CO: I believe so, Captain.....::looks around to check::

CIV_Williams:
::Looks at the new Yeoman, think he reminds him of Princess somehow::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Not really paying attention to what's going on around her....engrossed in the readings on a particular diagnostic which doesn't make sense::

CO_McDonald:
::nods:: All:  Ok then....  Its good to see everyone... and Welcome to Ens Ayidee and Todd welcome back to the Huron.

CO_McDonald:
All:  Ok, lets get down to the purpose that brought us here....

CSO_Adrel:
::looks at the two new comers::

CO_McDonald:
::smiling she looks for her victim::  XO:  LtCmdr Richmond, Front and Center!

XO_Richmond:
::tries to stop his jaw dropping as he does so::  CO: Sir!

CO_McDonald:
::chuckling, she pulls out a box::  XO:  By the orders of Starfleet Command, I hearby promote you to full Cmdr.  You did well while I was away Cmdr.  It is well deserved.  ::pulls out the pip and pins it on::

XO_Richmond:
CO: Um, thank you, Sir.....::gobsmacked::

CO_McDonald:
::holds out her hand to the Cmdr::

CSO_Adrel:
::applauses::

CMO_McDonald:
::claps::

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Looks on with envy.::

OPS-O`Riley:
::claps::

CMC_O`Guinn:
::claps::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Sits with her hands crossed over her padd politely smiling and listening......doesn't feel much like clapping though::

XO_Richmond:
::suddenly sees the hand and shakes it, trembling::

CO_McDonald:
::smiles::  XO:  Congratulations Cmdr.

XO_Richmond:
CO: I don't know what to say, Captain.....

CO_McDonald:
::looking  out at the assembled people:: XO:  Just keep doing what your doing.....  ::smiles::  All:  We are heading out to the Shelby proving grounds.   Lets keep alert.  Who knows what these people will throw at us.

CO_McDonald:
All:  Crew dismissed....

CMO_McDonald:
::stands up and walks out of the OL::

OPS-O`Riley:
::gets up and heads for the Bridge::

CSO_Adrel:
::gets up and walks to the XO::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Picks up her padd and stands quietly and walks to the TL::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::heads for the door out::

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Congratulations, sir.

XO_Richmond:
::walks slowly out of the Observation Lounge, and enters the bridge::

CMO_McDonald:
Ens. Ayidee: Report to sickbay in 5 minutes

CIV_Williams:
::Stands up, and walks over to Cmdr Richmond:: XO: Congratulations SIr.

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

CSO_Adrel:
::heads for the bridge::

CO_McDonald:
::enters the bridge and heads for her chair::

Yeo_Ayidee:
CMO: Understood, just as soon as I speak with Commander Richmond.

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Thanks, Commander.  Your assistance was invaluable to me during that last mission.  I couldn't have done it without you....

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::Gets on the turbolift:: Computer: Sickbay

OPS-O`Riley:
::enters bridge and heads for the OPS station::

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  ETA till the grounds ?

CMO_McDonald:
::walks out of the OL:: Goes over to Thoren: Ensign: shall we make our way to sickbay

Ped_Mikalta:
TL: Deck 9

Ped_Mikalta:
::Grins having spoken at the same time as the MO::

CSO_Adrel:
::enters and sits at her console::

CO_McDonald:
::sits down and crosses her legs::

Ped_Mikalta:
MO: How are you today, Mira?  I don't know that we've formall met.  I'm Dree.  The resident pediatrician.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: 30 minutes ma'am.

Ped_Mikalta:
::Extends her hand to the MO::

CMO_McDonald:
::walks over to the TL::calls for the TL:: 

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Excellent, thank you....

CIV_Williams:
XO: Lets just hope they put the Huron back together properly we did do a fare job shaking her apart.

CMO_McDonald:
::sees the TL arrive:: walks in:; TL: Sickbay

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: Do you have the time now, sirrr?

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::accepts the hand:: Ped: nice to meet you.

CSO_Adrel:
::performs a checkup on all sensors to see if they are working correctly::

XO_Richmond:
CIV: You got that about right.....::turns to Ayidee::  Yeoman:  Yes, Yeoman.  Walk with me...::walks to Science 2::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Nods politely:: MO: You as well.......::Heads off the TL toward sickbay and her office::

CO_McDonald:
::stands up::  XO:  Todd you have the bridge...  I'm going down to sickbay for a moment.

CMO_McDonald:
::hears the TL stop:: gets out and walks into sickbay::

CIV_Williams:
XO: Looks like you have your hands full ::Looks at the new Yeoman:: I have work to do sir.

CO_McDonald:
:;heads for the TL and enters::


ACTION: all systems performing above expected norms


XO_Richmond:
CO: Aye, sir.

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Follows XO.::

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Thank you, Commander.

CO_McDonald:
::before the door closes::  XO:  Let me know when we reach thegrounds.  ::doors close::

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman: As you will be aware, we are currently running some tests on our upgraded systems.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::goes to check the schedule::

OPS-O`Riley:
::checks all systems on her console and finds them in good order::

CSO_Adrel:
::smiles as she sees that the systems are working better than they should::

CO_McDonald:
Computer:  Deck 9.  ::leans against the back of the TL, a little tired::

XO_Richmond:
::nods to the Captain before the doors shut::

CIV_Williams:
::Walks over to the CSO's Station:: CSO: How are those sensors working Lt

CMO_McDonald:
MO_Ens_Thoren: ayidee is first.

Ped_Mikalta:
::Heads into her office puzzling over AW2's readings.......pulls up another set of diagnostics on her computer::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
self: ::Quietly:: why do I feel like I"m back at the Medical Academy?

CMC_O`Guinn:
::Runs scans on Tac console::

CSO_Adrel:
CIV: They are working better than they should which worries me a bit... but as long as it lasts, let's hope always, I am happy.

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  I need to have a full report on both ships weapons, as well as the sensor array.

CMO_McDonald:
Thoren: your not, dont worry, just get everything ready for the physicals.

CO_McDonald:
::TL stops and she exits heads for SB and enters.  Looks around for Lennier::

CSO_Adrel:
::looks at her panel::

CMO_McDonald:
Kayta: over here!

CIV_Williams:
CSO: Well they where upgraded, so we should expect them to work at least as well as they did before, let me know if you find any problems.

CO_McDonald:
::smiles as she sees him::  CMO:  Lennier,  There you are!

CMO_McDonald:
::walks over to Kayta:: Kayta: what can I do for you?

CSO_Adrel:
CIV: uh ... sir... seems like I talked a bit too fast... my sensors are picking up a little bit of interferance on the 18 GHz band.

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Tactical ready sir.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::tries not to jump at hearing the CMO. Thinks, okay no more talking to myself, just think. Goes to get things ready::

XO_Richmond:
CMC: Thank you, Chief.

CO_McDonald:
::goes over to him::  CMO:  Just thought I would come and see you.   We seem to keep missing each other at home.

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  Yeoman?

CSO_Adrel:
::taps on her panel trying to locate the source of that interferance::

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: while yer here. hop up. i'll do yer physical..

CMC_O`Guinn:
:: starts running tac scans::

CO_McDonald:
::chuckles:: CMO: But I just had one...  by Dree

OPS-O`Riley:
::monitors communications::

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: Jusst reporrrting in, sirr.  Do you requirre anything special?

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: well i'm CMO now so.. hop up!

CIV_Williams:
CSO: 18Ghtz, is that anything to be worried about?

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  Nothing in addition to the orders I just gave you.  You are clear on those, aren't you?

CO_McDonald:
::humouring her husband she hops up on the biobed::  CMO:  I noticed Dree wasn't herself in the OL.  Do you know if anything is wrong ?

Ped_Mikalta:
::Stands up heading out into sickbay to run another set of diagnostics on AW2.......sees the CO on the biobed and the CMO checking her over::  CO: You not feeling well, Kayta?

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Science station, status report.

CMO_McDonald:
Ped_Mikalta: no i'm just doing a checkup on her.

CO_McDonald:
::smiles when she sees Dree:: PED:  I'm fine, but you know my hubby, he is insisting on another....  How are you doing ?

CSO_Adrel:
TSF: It is .... well... located on Deck 13 section 3, but I do not know what is the source of the problem

CMO_McDonald:
MO_Ens_Thoren: can you help me here

CMC_O`Guinn:
::monitors tactical sensors::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Nods:: CMO: I have the records already if the LCARS if you need them....I assure you, I did a thorough physical, Sir.

Ped_Mikalta:
CO: I'm doing fine.  ::Heads off to get the artificial womb...::

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: Aye sir, I'll get right on it.  Should I delay my visit to Sickbay for it?

CMO_McDonald:
Ped_Mikalta: i'm sure you did, i'd just like to do a once over tho

CO_McDonald:
PED:  Dree, is there something wrong, I noticed you seem a little down.

XO_Richmond:
CMC: Bring up the Proving Grounds, Long Range Sensors.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
CMO: Coming.

CIV_Williams:
XO: With your permission, I'd like to head down to check out an interferance problem with the sensors

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Sensors are picking up a little interferance on the 18 GHz band. I know the source is localised on Deck 13 section 3, but Ido not know what it is.

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  No.  Your medical shouldn't take that long.

OPS-O`Riley:
XO: Approaching the proving grounds sir.

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Granted, Commander.  let me know what you find.

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: Understood.  ::Heads to Sickbay.::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Walking back through pushing the AW into her office:: CO: No.....I'm alright, Captain.  ::Heads inside her office and closes the door::

CMO_McDonald:
::grabs a tricorder:: runs it the length of Kayta's body::

XO_Richmond:
*CO* Captain, we are approaching the Proving Grounds.

CIV_Williams:
XO: Aye sir,   CSO: You want to join me or moniter from here?

CMO_McDonald:
Kayta: somethings wrong. i could easily sense she's hiding something

CO_McDonald:
::taps her comm badge:: *XO*:  Understood.  Stop just outside the grounds, I should be up in about 10.

CSO_Adrel:
TSF: Well, since we are entering the proving grounds, it might be advise that I stay here and monitor.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: i'm just going to grab a blood sample and run a scan over the baby and thats it.

XO_Richmond:
*CO* Acknowledged.  FCO: Bring us to full stop just outside the main border.

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  I know, it shows in her face....   I'll see if she will talk to me after this.

CO_McDonald:
::nods at Lennier::

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: please do. tell her to come see me after for her physical..

CIV_Williams:
CSO: No sense of adventure these lieutenants these days ::Smailes, and heads for the TL::

CO_McDonald:
::nods::

CMO_McDonald:
MO_Ens_Thoren: hand me the blood sampler

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Enters Sickbay.:: CMO: Reporrrting forr physsical sirr.  CO: Sorrrry Captain, didn't ssee you.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::hands him the blood sampleer::


ACTION: Long Range Sensors pick up intense weapons fire inside the proving grounds


CO_McDonald:
Yeo:  Hello Ens...  How are you doing ?

XO_Richmond:
CMC: Put the Proving Grounds on screen, please, Chief.

CMO_McDonald:
Thoren: start on the ensigns physical

CSO_Adrel:
::sighs at the TSF comments and look back at her console trying to find other ... interferances::

CIV_Williams:
::Steps into the TL and has a shudder as he remembers seeing this view in his Holodeck simulation recently::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Hooks the AW up to the diagnostic equipment and runs the program again::

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Sir there is firing going inside the proving grounds sir.

Yeo_Ayidee:
CO: Doing well, ma'am.  CMO: I'm ready wheneverrr you arre.

CIV_Williams:
Computer: Deck 13 section 3

MO_Ens_Thoren:
CMO: Yes, sir. Yeoman: please come with me.

CMO_McDonald:
::takes the sampler and takes some blood from the captain::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Is there any record of other ships testing in this area right now?

OPS-O`Riley:
XO: Aye sir...the USS Protecteur.

CMO_McDonald:
::puts the vials aside:: grabs the tricorder again and sets it to fetal levels and scans the baby::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Hail them.

CIV_Williams:
::Arrives at Deck 13 section three and begins to scan with his tricorder::

OPS-O`Riley:
XO: Aye sir. ::opens hailing frequencies to the Protecteur::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::Heads to biobed 2::

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  SO how is everything dear ?

Ped_Mikalta:
::Doesn't see where the discrepancy is coming in........sits down at her computer scrolling over the information::

CMO_McDonald:
Kayta: everything looks fine. although i've noticed you've been tired lately.

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Protecteur: USS Huron calling.

Yeo_Ayidee:
::While waiting, pulls up PADD and begins report on Tactical and Sensor systems.::

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  I am, but that is normal for pregnancy.   I'll try taking it a little more easily.

P_CO_McLean:
@*COM* USS Huron! It's good to see you again!

OPS-O`Riley:
XO: I have them sir.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: please do i dont want to have to put you on bedrest

CIV_Williams:
*XO* I have detected some unshielded wireing, we will have to file a complaint with Starbase OPS, looks like there engineers did there normal repair job

XO_Richmond:
COMM: McLean:  Thank you, Captain.  Commander Richmond here.  It's good to see you again, too.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::turns back wondering why  the ensign didnt' follow her:: Ens: Ensign Ayidee over here, please.

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  I will.   Lennier, I need to get back to the bridge and I want to stop and see Dree before I go.  Is that everything.

CSO_Adrel:
::monitors LRS and keeps an eye on how the ship is reacting::

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Understood, Commander.  Does it pose any threat to the testing?

P_CO_McLean:
@COM *Huron* Is there something we can do for you, Commander? We're a little busy here at the moment...

Ped_Mikalta:
::Sighs heavily and leans on her elbows on teh desk::

Yeo_Ayidee:
MO: Of course, sorry I didn't see you.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: yes kayta it is. but i want you watching your activity levels. use the Cmdr if need be

CO_McDonald:
::nods:: CMO:  I will...

CMO_McDonald:
::chuckles: CO: dismissed

CIV_Williams:
*XO* It might, I think I can configure a low yield force field to cut the interferance, and have an engineering team from the Huron make a final repair.

CO_McDonald:
::jumps off the bio bed..::  CMO:  I'll see you for dinner ?  ::heads for Dree's office::

XO_Richmond:
COMM: Thank you, Captain.  We'll leave you to it.

Ped_Mikalta:
::Resting her head on her fists staring at the computer screen::

CO_McDonald:
::knocks on the PEDs door::

P_CO_McLean:
@::Closes channel::

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Acknowledged.  You have Engineering at your disposal.

CIV_Williams:
::Configures a low yield forcefield around the effected wireing::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Engrossed in her work and doesn't hear the knock::

CMO_McDonald:
CSO_Adrel: report to sickbay for your physical.

CIV_Williams:
*CSO* Check that interferance now Lt.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
Ens: That's alright. I could tel lyou were busy. Just sit down ont he biobed and we'll get the physical over with.

Shelby_OPS:
@COM *USS Huron* USS Huron, It is nice to see you are running ahead of schedule

CO_McDonald:
::orders the door opened and enters:: PED:  Dree ?

CSO_Adrel:
*TSF*: Checking now sir....

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Hops up on bed.::

CSO_Adrel:
*CMO*: Right now? I am rather busy,

CO_McDonald:
::goes over to her desk::

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Shelby: Aye, we be here.

Ped_Mikalta:
::Looks up:: CO: Oh......Hi Kayta.  ::Sits back in her chair::

CMO_McDonald:
CSO_Adrel: asap please

CSO_Adrel:
::checks Deck 13 section 3::

CSO_Adrel:
*TSF*: Seems like what you did just cured the ship.

XO_Richmond:
COMM: Shelby_OPS: We're never ones for being late, Shelby.  We're just awaiting the Captain from her medical, then we are ready to proceed.

Shelby_OPS:
@COM *Huron* Have all the necessary preparations been made to enter the Proving Grounds?

CO_McDonald:
::looks at her friend with concern:: PED:  I'm worried about you my dear.  What is wrong?

CMO_McDonald:
CMC_O`Guinn: report to sickbay for your physical

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::runs the scanner over the Ensign:: Ens: you  look okay. Any complaints or problems?

CSO_Adrel:
XO: The CMO wants me down there for a physical.... do I have to go now... cause we are in the testing area and we need someone to monitor...

Ped_Mikalta:
::Crosses her arms:: CO: I'm just trying to figure out why a diagnostic isn't lining up properly inside normal parameters, that's all.

Yeo_Ayidee:
MO: No, how did the Cardiac scans show?

CMC_O`Guinn:
*CMO*: Aye sir I be on my way.

XO_Richmond:
CSO: The medical can wait, Lieutenant.

CMO_McDonald:
CSO_Adrel: dont worry at your earliest convenience.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
Ens: Normal for one of your kind. Why do you ask?

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Aye, sir. ::smiles as she presses her commbadge::

CO_McDonald:
PED:  Dree, talk to me.

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Sir with your permission?

CIV_Williams:
*CSO* Status on that interferance Lt.

CSO_Adrel:
*CMO*: I am still needed on the bridge, I will come as soon as possible... but I cannot tell when.


ACTION: The Huron sits at Station Keeping, and is treated to a real show as the USS Protecteur goes through the course


Ped_Mikalta:
CO: What do you want to hear, Kayta?

XO_Richmond:
COMM: Shelby_OPS: Um, that's the Captain's orders, Shelby.  We'll hail you when the necessary arrangements have been madee.

Yeo_Ayidee:
MO: Being a Caitian, have to keep an eye on that.  Earrrly detection iss the best treatment.

XO_Richmond:
CMC: I need you here, too, Chief.

CO_McDonald:
PED:  The truth....  I'm your friend and I want to help.

CMO_McDonald:
CSO_Adrel: ok. i've got soeone else lined up.

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir.

XO_Richmond:
*CO* Captain, Shelby is awaiting your signal.

CMC_O`Guinn:
*CMO*: Sir XO wants me on the bridge.

Ped_Mikalta:
CO: Sounds like you need to go, Kayta.  I'm fine.......really.  ::Forces a smile::

CSO_Adrel:
*TSF*: As I told you earlier sir.... what you did stopped the interferance. ::thinks that earing surely gets worse with age::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::Nods her head:: Ens: Understandable. Okay you can go now.

CO_McDonald:
::closes her eyes::  PED:  Come by my quarters after,  I have to get to the bridge....

CO_McDonald:
PED:  We will talk then ok ?

CMO_McDonald:
CMC_O`Guinn: oh alright at your earliest convenience then

Yeo_Ayidee:
MO: Honestly, I don't trust non Caitians if I don't need to.  Even Klingon Doctors make misstakesss.

Ped_Mikalta:
CO: If I can, yea.......I'll be there.

CMO_McDonald:
::grumbles::

CO_McDonald:
::taps her commbadge:: *XO*:  I'm on my way.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: may i have a word with you?

CIV_Williams:
::Closes the panel, and enters a notation on the engineering log to make a permanent repair::

CO_McDonald:
::turns and exits the office and sickbay.  Heads for the TL and enters::

XO_Richmond:
*CO* Acknowledged.

CIV_Williams:
::Heads back to the bridge::

CO_McDonald:
*CMO*:  What is it Lennier ?

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Heads back to bridge.::

Ped_Mikalta:
::turns back to her work on the AW::

CO_McDonald:
::Just hears the CMO as she exits::  Computer:  Bridge.

CMO_McDonald:
I've called the CSO and CMC, both have informed me they;re needed on the bridge. i can see the CSO but CMC.. 


ACTION: a large shockwave is comming from the Proving Grounds


MO_Ens_Thoren:
::laughs::: self: even Klingons dont' trust their doctors. If it cant' be fixed then remove it.

CO_McDonald:
*CMO*:  The CMC is taking over tactical for the time being....  Lennier, can you do Dree's physical, and see if you can find out what is going on.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: you know as well as i do, when a CMO calls for you to come for your physical you have to

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Sir? There seems to be a shockwave coming....

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: alright i'll work with dree first.

XO_Richmond:
CMC: Raise shields.  CSO: How large is that shockwave?

CO_McDonald:
*CMO*:  I'm away of that.  They will report as soon as we clear the grounds.

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Level 3, sir.

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir :: raises shields::

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Can we withstand that force?

CO_McDonald:
::the TL stops and she exits onto the bridge.::  XO:  Todd, Report!

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Shields raised sir.

CMO_McDonald:
::walks over to the PEDS office:: rings the door chime::


ACTION: The Shockwave slams into the Huron


XO_Richmond:
CO: There is a level 3 shockwave headed towards us...

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Yes we can sir, with shields of course....

CIV_Williams:
::Exits the TL on the bridge just as the shock wave hits, falls back into the TL::

CMO_McDonald:
:;stumbls a bit::

XO_Richmond:
::judders slightly::

OPS-O`Riley:
::grabs ahold of the console and hangs on::

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Enters Bridge, moves to work station to check systems.  Notices shockwaves at the last second before impact.::

CMC_O`Guinn:
::grabs console::

CO_McDonald:
::falls onto the floor::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Pushes back from her terminal frustrated at a second interruption: CMO: Come in.

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: what was that!

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::falls back trying to grab onto something::

CSO_Adrel:
XO: ... But i do not know how the new adjustments will hold.... ::grabs herself to her chair::

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Report!

CIV_Williams:
::Stands back up, feeling his pride slightly bruised and steps onto the bridge again::\

Ped_Mikalta:
::Is pushed back into her desk from the wave::

CMO_McDonald:
:;walks in:: dree, kayta wanted me to do your physical now. 

CO_McDonald:
*CMO*:  A shockwave, prepare for injuries Lennier::

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: aknowledged! PED: i could use your assistance

XO_Richmond:
CMC: Status report?

CO_McDonald:
::gets up and moves to her chair::  CSO:  Report Lt Adrel

Ped_Mikalta:
::pushing away again:: CMO: Looks like we both have work to do.....

CMC_O`Guinn:
:: runs scans looking for damage::

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Checks Tactical systems and sensors after shockwave strike.::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Heads out into main sickbay::

CMO_McDonald:
::runs into sickbay:: MO: where are you!

XO_Richmond:
CO: You may want to hail Shelby, find out what happened.

Yeo_Ayidee:
CMC: Shieldsss holding, for now.

CSO_Adrel:
CO/XO: Minimal damage but we are being swept away....

CIV_Williams:
::Walks over and relieves a very frightened Ensign at FC position::

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Hail the proving grounds./...

Ped_Mikalta:
::Sees a mother coming in with a child in her arms.....the child is crying and holding it's leg::

XO_Richmond:
FCO: Get us on a course back to the proving grounds.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Aye ma'am.

CO_McDonald:
XO:  Were there any other ships in the grounds ?

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Shelby: What is going on there?

CIV_Williams:
AFCO: Go compose yourself ensign

CMC_O`Guinn:
Yeo: Acknowldge. XO: Shields are holding minimal damage sir.

Ped_Mikalta:
::Points to a biobed for the mother to set the child down on and pulls her tricorder out and begins scanning the bone::


ACTION: no response.


XO_Richmond:
CO: The USS Protecteur, Captain.  We spoke with them just a couple of minutes ago.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::pushes herself up:: CMO: I"m here, just fell down under a biobed, sir.

CMO_McDonald:
PEDS: can you handle it here. i'm going to run up to the bridge?

AFCO Smitty:
CIV: Aye sir

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Ma'am...I get no response from them.

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Try and hail the Protecteur also.


ACTION: a Distress signal from the USS Protecteur can be hear on speakers


CMO_McDonald:
MO_Ens_Thoren: stay here with the PEDS i'm going to the bridge

Ped_Mikalta:
CMO: I can, Sir......

CO_McDonald:
FCO:  Compensate for the pull we are experiencing.

Yeo_Ayidee:
Self: New computer seemsss pretty good...so farrr.

CIV_Williams:
::Brings the thrusters back online to station keeping mode::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::Rubs the back of her head:: CMO:  Right

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Protecteur: Come in.

CMO_McDonald:
Ped_Mikalta: your a qualified doc arent ya?

Ped_Mikalta:
::realizes the child has  broken his tibia.

CSO_Adrel:
::checks LRS to see the damage of the wave::

Ped_Mikalta:
CMO: Sure am.......with more than a lifetime of experience.

CO_McDonald:
::hears the distress call::  AFCO:  Take us in.    CMC:  Red Alert!  Shields full.

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  Looks like you'll have plenty to report on, Yeoman....

CMO_McDonald:
PED:use the EMH if you need to Dree

CIV_Williams:
CO: I have Flight Control sir, compensating now!

CMC_O`Guinn:
Yeo: Run long range scans.

Ped_Mikalta:
CMO: Will do, Lennier

CMO_McDonald:
::grabs a medkit and heads out of sickbay::

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: injuries up there?

CIV_Williams:
:Engages impulse engines and enters the proving grounds::

CO_McDonald:
COM:Protecteur:  This is Capt McDonadl, please come in.

CMO_McDonald:
::gets into a TL::

XO_Richmond:
*CMO* Richmond to Sickbay, we're en route to the Protecteur, expect heavy casualties.

CIV_Williams:
::Thinks to himself, now this is why I joined starfleet::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::grumbles about EMHs hearing the CMO::

CMO_McDonald:
*XO*: acknowledged

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: I take it you are a masterrr of the understatement?  Systems perrforming betterr then I expected, forr now.

CO_McDonald:
*CMO*:  No injuries Lennier on the bridge.

P_CO_McLean:
@*COM* Huron: what happened!?!

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: i'm coming up anyhow

CIV_Williams:
::Sets course to intercept the protectuer::

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman:  You just keep going with that report.  I'll deal with the understatements......

CMO_McDonald:
::arrives at the bridge:: and walks onto the bridge::

Ped_Mikalta:
::pulls out the osteotractor and immobilizes the child's leg......wipes his hair out of his eyes:: Boy: This won't hurt a bit, okay?  I'm just going to fix your leg for you......Okay?

CO_McDonald:
COM:Protectuer:  There was a shockwave in the grounds.  We cannot contact the control center.  We are on our way in.  How badly are you damaged.


ACTION: a 10 year old girl enters Sickbay, her right clavicle is protruding from her shoulder area


Ped_Mikalta:
::Sees the little boy nod yes.....engages the osteotractor and sees the girl coming in::

CMC_O`Guinn:
Yeo: Keep the scans going let me know when any thing unusual shows.

Ped_Mikalta:
MO: Can  you use the osteo-regenerator on this boy.....I'll take care of this little girl.

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Anything from Shelby ?  CIV:  ETA to the Protecteur ?

CMO_McDonald:
::looks around:: walks to the CO::CO: sickbay is on alert.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
Ped: Right.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Nay ma'am.

P_CO_McLean:
@*COM* Huropn we are disabled, but can hold our own......the Manitoulin is going to love us. ::chuckles::

CO_McDonald:
::sees Lennier entering the bridge:: CMO:  Excellent...

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Pulls up Diagnostic on new computer core, checking operating capacity.::

CIV_Williams:
CO: We are at 3/4 Impulse on course for the Protectuer

CO_McDonald:
COM:Protecteur::  Any injuries ?

Ped_Mikalta:
::Heads over and lifts the child onto the biobed quickly.......pulls a hypo of Terakine and injects the child::

CMO_McDonald:
::looks around:: 

P_CO_McLean:
@*COM* Huron Injuries are light.

CMC_O`Guinn:
::starts monitoring tactical sensors::

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Contact the Manitoulin, have them report to the proving grounds.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Aye ma'am.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::goes over to the boy running the osteotractor over the boy:: Boy: You'll be okay.

CSO_Adrel:
::sends the data on the little repairs that have to be done to ENG::

XO_Richmond:
Yeoman: Yeoman, I want you to go to Main Engineering, and see if you can assist in maintaining a watch on ships systems from there.  They might need your help.

Ped_Mikalta:
Girl: This will help the pain, sweetie.....you're going to be fine....::Smiles innocently at the little girl......::


ACTION: the Huron passes Shelby OPS, all appears normal, however the annenna array has been completely sheared off and is floating in space


CO_McDonald:
COM:Protecteur:  Our sickbay is on standby, once we get there you can transport the injured over.

CIV_Williams:
CSO: Do we have a source for the shockwave

OPS-O`Riley:
::sends message to the Manitoulin to report to Shelby Proving grounds::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Scans the girl for broken bones, and their locations::

XO_Richmond:
CO: Sir, it would be wise to see if we can contact Shelby somehow.

CMO_McDonald:
::stands at the second officers chair:: 

CSO_Adrel:
TSF: I tried to localise it but nothing yet, sir. I am still trying.

CO_McDonald:
::sees the Selby OPS::  XO:  Take a shuttle and check it out.   We will continue to the Protecteur...

Yeo_Ayidee:
XO: New computer core operating as anticipated.  Sensors within norrms, tactical operational.  I'm heading to ME now.

XO_Richmond:
*MO* Report to Shuttlebay 1 for an Away Team mission

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Enters TL:: TL: Deck13, Main Engineering.

XO_Richmond:
CMC/CIV/CSO You're with me, let's go.

CMO_McDonald:
::looks at the CO:: Kayta: guess i better head back to sickbay

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  Lennier, can you sense anyone in the OPS Station ?

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::checks on the boy's scans:: self: oh goodie. Boy: okay you're almost as good as new.

CO_McDonald:
::looks at him, praying that he can::

CMC_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir.

CSO_Adrel:
::hears the CSO and leaves SCI to Ens Quinnland::

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Aye, sir.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
*XO*  On my way.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: i can't really tell Kayta

XO_Richmond:
::enters the turbolift, waiting for the CSO, CMC and CIV::

CSO_Adrel:
::enters TL::

CIV_Williams:
::Looks at the young Ensign who has regained some of his composure:: AFCO: Flight control is yours, be gentle with her

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  Please keep trying.

CIV_Williams:
::Heads for the TL::

Yeo_Ayidee:
::Enters Main Engineering, begins system checks.::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::grabs a med kit and heads for the shuttle bay::

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: aye ma'am


ACTION: Huron gets a COM from the Manitoulin, she is half way across the sector, ETA 3 days


Ped_Mikalta:
:;realizes the clavicle is broken clean in two.......the only break being the obvious one.....Looks at the girl....::Girl: you might feel a little grinding, but it shouldn't hurt.....nod slightly if you understand, sweet one. ::touches the girls chin::

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Ma'am the Manitoulin is 3 days out.

XO_Richmond:
TL: Shuttlebay!

CO_McDonald:
::sighs:  OPS:  Acknowledged....  CIV:  Prepare a tow for the Protecteur, we will bring her in ourselves.

CMO_McDonald:
*PED*: i'll be staying on the bridge. if you need me call.

CIV_Williams:
::Enters the Shuttle Bay and selects the Condor, and begins preflight start up::

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  How are our casualties...

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: i'm not sensing anything from the ops station

Ped_Mikalta:
::Sees the girl nod......Takes a hold of the clavicle and sets it back where it's supposed to be......scans it to make sure it's in its correct place::

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: light a couple children thats all

XO_Richmond:
::enters the shuttlebay and watches the activity around him as he enters the shuttle::

CMC_O`Guinn:
:: enters shuttle bay and heads for shuttle::

CO_McDonald:
::sees that the CIV is gone::  CSO:  Please prepare a tow for the Protecteur...

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::arrives int he shuttle bay and seeing activity in the one shuttle heads for it::

Ped_Mikalta:
::Seeing it is grabs the osteotractor and immobilized the bone while she uses the osteoregenerator on it::


ACTION: two incomming hails


CSO_Adrel:
::follows the XO and enters the shuttle::

Yeo_Ayidee:
*XO*: Systems all appear to be operating fully.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Ma'am we have 2 incoming hails.

CO_McDonald:
::winces::  CMO:  Lennier why is it the children always the ones who get hurt.  ::touches her belly::

XO_Richmond:
*Yeoman* Acknowleged, Yeoman.  Please report to the Captain. I am now on a shuttle to the OPS centre.

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Lets hear them.

CIV_Williams:
XO: Ready to depart on your order sir!

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Let's go.

CSO_Adrel:
::sits and checks status of the sensors::


ACTION: Hail 1 is from Delta-V, stating that two tractor tugs are en route. ETA 18 hours


OPS-O`Riley:
::puts hails on speaker::

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: i have no idea. i was just about to start the physical on Dree when this occured

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Acknowledge please.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Aye ma'am.

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Delta-V: Acknowledged.

CO_McDonald:
CMO: ::whispers::  I'm now a little worried about ours...

Ped_Mikalta:
::Finishes sealing the broken bone.....grabs the dermal regenerator and begins to close the wound around where the girls clavicle was sticking out::


ACTION: Hail 2 is a wide band distress signal


CSO_Adrel:
XO: All sensors are fully operational and the shuttle is in top shape.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Ma'am we have a wide band distress signal.

Yeo_Ayidee:
*CO*: All systemsss operrrating fully, ma'am.  I'll continue to monitorrr from Engineerrring.

CMO_McDonald:
::Grabs the tricorder and runs it over Kaytas belly:: CO: our little on is fine

MO_Ens_Thoren:
::takes a seat int he shuttle checking the medkit::

CO_McDonald:
::sits up straight::  OPS:  Locate the distress signal.

CIV_Williams:
::Fires up the Condors engines, and points her into space::

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Trying to now ma'am.

CMO_McDonald:
::looks over at Kayta: CO: you want me to stay here..

XO_Richmond:
@CSO: Do we have any probes on board?

CO_McDonald:
*XO*:  We have a wide band distress signal we are going to check out.  Join us after you check out the station.

CSO_Adrel:
@XO: Yes we do, sir.

CO_McDonald:
CMO:  Yes, until we find out what we are dealing with.   You may have to set up some trauma centers.

XO_Richmond:
@COMM: Huron: Acknowledged, Captain.

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: aye

Yeo_Ayidee:
*CO*: Ma'am, any word where the shockwave came from?  Might be risky to have a shuttle out if there is another.

CMO_McDonald:
*PED*: you have sickbay until further notice

XO_Richmond:
@CSO: Launch one.  See if we can make it into a communications bouy.

CIV_Williams:
@::Swings the Condor around and heads toward the Proving Grounds OPS station::

CSO_Adrel:
@XO: Aye, sir. Preparing probe to launch.

MO_Ens_Thoren:
@::Thiking how this all reminds her of an event in Klingon history::

Tarn:
#COM: Anyone: This is the frieght Ta'nas can you here me?

Ped_Mikalta:
::Finishes the skin around the wound smiling down at the little girl, touching her face gently:: Girl: Everything's fine.....you will be a little sore for the next couple days, but you are all better. ::Looks at the child's mother:: If she's in a considerable amount of pain, bring her back.  I'll recheck it and give her something for it if need be.

CO_McDonald:
*Yeo*:  We have no word, but we still have to check out the station.  We also have distressed calls coming in.  Its the only way.

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Ta'nas: This is the Huron...what is your distress signal for?

CO_McDonald:
COM:Tarn:  We hear you, I'm Capt McDonald of the USS Huron, please send us you coords and we will come to help.

Ped_Mikalta:
*CMO*: Understood.....

CSO_Adrel:
@XO: The probe is ready for launch sir.

Yeo_Ayidee:
*CO*: Of coursse.  Betterrr keep sensorss sharp for you then, ma'am.

Ped_Mikalta:
*CMO*: I think the worst of this over.

CO_McDonald:
*Yeo*:  I would greatly appreciate that.  Please report to the bridge when you can.

Tarn:
#COM: Huron: I have lost my engines and as of now we are being pulled in by a star gravity.

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Anything ?

Ped_Mikalta:
::Looks as the other doctors and nurses are clearing out the other parts of sickbay::

CMO_McDonald:
*PED*: acknowledged we're heading for a distress signal so please keep sickbay at full alert

XO_Richmond:
@CSO: Engage the probe.

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Let him know we are on our way.

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Aye ma'am...they are being pulled into a star.

CSO_Adrel:
@XO: Launching the probe ...

Yeo_Ayidee:
Self: Wish they would make up their mindss, red shirrrt know it allsss.

OPS-O`Riley:
COM: Ta'nas: We are on our way.

Ped_Mikalta:
*CMO*: We're all here.....I'll keep everyone on duty until further notice then.

CIV_Williams:
@::Scans the Proving Ground OPS looking for a place to se tthe shuttle down::

CMO_McDonald:
*PED*: great

Tarn:
#COM: Huron: Thank you.

CO_McDonald:
OPS:  Prepare a tractor beam for when we reach the Tarn.

Yeo_Ayidee:
Engineer: Keep an eye on the systems, especially shields and sensors.  Call me if there is a problem. ::Heads back to bridge.::

CMO_McDonald:
CO_McDonald: still nothing from the station

OPS-O`Riley:
CO: Aye ma'am. ::sets controls on tractor beam for activation::

MO_Ens_Thoren:
@::Closes the medkit, eveything there::

CMC_O`Guinn:
::Monitors shuttle tactical systems::

CSO_Adrel:
@XO: Probe is working fine sir.

CO_McDonald:
::shakes her head:: CMO:  Thanks Lennier....  ::goes back to the tactical station::

XO_Richmond:
@CSO: Hail them.

CIV_Williams:
@::Locates an open shuttle bay::

CSO_Adrel:
@XO: Aye  ::hails::


ACTION: Huron passes the charred USS Protecteur, adrift in space


Ped_Mikalta:
::Sighs and leans against the biobed crossing her arms:: anyone in sickbay: Looks like we're in this for the long hall.

CIV_Williams:
@XO: We have a shuttle bay open and waiting for us.

CO_McDonald:
COM:Protecteur:  We are going to the aid of a Tarn who is being pulled into a star, will you be ok until we get back ?

XO_Richmond:
@Shelby:  This is Commander Todd Richmond of the USS Huron....please respond
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